
New Urethane Coated Muller Wheels
For All G Series Simpson Mix-Mullers & Simpson Multi-Mulls

Description
Affected Product:
- Model 3G Simpson Mix-Muller®

- Model 6G Simpson Mix-Muller®

- Model 215G Simpson Multi-Mull®

- Model 22G Simpson Multi-Mull®

- Model 225G Simpson Multi-Mull®

- Model 23G Simpson Multi-Mull®

Replacement Parts:
- Model 3G: 219817
- Model 6G: 213157
- Model 215G: 211814
- Model 22G: 207813
- Model 225G: 214815
- Model 23G: 214815

Current
Situation 

It was frequently a judgment of the maintenance personnel when to rotate the 
tires and when the tire was fully worn it had to be discarded and replaced. 
Some suppliers would take these worn wheels and coat them with urethane 
but the result was a wheel which did not meet the original, optimal design 
specifications for wheel weight and size which would reduce the mixing 
efficiency of the wheels and stress the performance of other components such 
as shafts, bearings, etc.
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New Muller Wheels Installed In A Model 3G Simpson Mix-Muller®

Side View of New Wheel Wear Indicators 

Simpson
Solution 

In 2019 Simpson introduced a completely redesigned urethane muller wheel 
for the G series Simpson Mix-Mullers and Simpson Multi-Mulls. These new 
wheels are designed to provide exceptional performance in terms of wear and 
cleanliness and significantly reduce maintenance.
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Each wheel has been designed to feature a cast iron core and a urethane 
outer layer that maintains the original wheel design weight and size in 
order to assure optimal mixing performance. Since urethane is less dense 
than cast iron, as the urethane wears less weight is lost when compared 
to traditional iron wheel.  

To signal to the maintenance staff that it is time to rotate the wheel two 
sets of wear indicators are fastened to the cast iron core and embedded 
into high visibility yellow urethane. The yellow urethane is bright inside the 
muller and when the outer edge of the wheel wears the urethane down to 
the “high” indicator the maintenance staff will know it’s time to rotate the 
wheel. The process will repeat again and eventually the second “high” 
indicator will be revealed and the wheel will be rotated again. This process 
will repeat until both of the “low” indicators have been revealed and the 
wheel has gone through 3 rotations. When the last “low” indicator is 
revealed it is time to remove the wheel from the machine and replace it 
with a spare. 

Lifting the wheel for rotation or removal has been dramatically simplified 
by placing four locations where a sling and lifting fixture can be attached 
through the wheel to securely hold the wheel to an overhead crane. All 
Simpson Mix-Mullers and Simpson Multi-Mulls also have removable mixer 
wall sections and dust hood sections that make it easy for maintenance 
personnel to enter the machine and remove large parts. Maintenance is 
safer and consumes less time for busy maintenance staff.


